INTEGRATED
LABELING
Efficient Receiving, Inventory, Manufacturing
& Shipping
FedEx Shipping Integration
Make-to-Order labels
End-of-Line Labeling
Integrate with BarTender™ or Loftware™
Choose Label Types, Colors & Sizes

Labeling That Meets Your Needs
Use Radley’s Integrated Labeling to tap into even more functionality from the Radley software solutions
you’re already using! Create industry-compliant labels and streamline your processes, eliminate manual
tasks throughout your operations from Receiving and Inventory through Manufacturing and Shipping
completion, automatically printing labels along the way.

Manufacturing
Radley’s Integrated Labeling is perfect for manufacturing environments with multiple labeling requirements. Optimize your production process by replacing wasteful pre-printed labels and time-consuming
re-labeling. By interfacing with machines, automatically print labels as goods are produced. Keep track
of product kits with kitting labels printed before parts are sent to packing or assembly—reducing the risk
for errors, damage or loss. Meet customer compliance standards with Make-to-Order labeling and update your system with seamless integration to your ERP or EDI software. As increased focus is placed on
product traceability, be proactive by implementing labeling for recall purposes, including lot tracking and
sample labeling, letting you marry finished goods back to their product lot, line, raw materials suppliers
and more.
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Flexible Label Design
By integrating with commonly used label design
software BarTender™ and Loftware™, designing
your labels is easy! With training provided by the
Radley team, you can create custom labels for your
unique needs. Choose from a range of formats including sizes and colors, human readable, or even
labels associated to specific transactions. From
customer address labels, to BOL and packing lists,
Radley Integrated Labeling offers true versatility.
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Eliminate Wasteful Pre-Printing and
Relabeling
Meet Customer Compliance Standards
Save Time with Automatic Label Printing
Track Goods with Pallet/Contents Labeling
Real-Time Data Updates to your ERP
Create Custom Labels for Unique
Customers, Transactions and more
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